
Reputation
It’s easy to see why public reviews across popular 

third-party review sites like Yelp and Google have such 

an impact on a business’s bottom line. Reviews 

produce an average of 18% uplift in sales, and a single 

star increase in rating can boost a company’s annual 

revenue by 5-9%, according to HBS. They’ve become so 

universal that having no reviews at all can be even more 

detrimental. 92% of people hesitate to do business 

with companies with less than four out of five stars. 

Luckily, Signpost utilizes proprietary technology and 

machine learning to identify advocates, and get ahead 

of detractors. This allows you to connect better with 

customers, and rest easy knowing your online 

reputation is a reflection of the credibility and 

expertise you’ve worked so hard to build.

A Personalized Approach for Powerful Results

Measure Keep your customer service on track with 

automated NPS and CSAT evaluations, in addition to 

qualitative feedback, so you can identify opportunities 

to keep customers coming back!

Advocate Mia knows who your advocates are, and makes 

it as easy as possible for them to sing your praises with a 

direct link to your profile containing a prefilled 5-star 

rating.

Intercept Intercept negative reviews before the damage 

is done with automated requests for feedback. Mia 

determines potential detractors and surfaces any 

issues, allowing you to get ahead of critical reviews.

Resolve Win back customers by showing off your 

dedication to customer satisfaction when unavoidable 

mishaps occur. Reach out to these unhappy customers 

to resolve any issues so you can move forward.

Discover As your business gets more 5-star ratings 

they'll help new prospects find your business when 

they're looking for it on search engines.

Nurture No customer is ever left behind on Mia's 

watch. She keeps tabs on your prospects to 

continuously nurture and advance them towards a 

purchase.

Mia identifies and leverages your advocates, improving your online reputation by an average of 1.8 stars

Signpost is a smart CRM, which helps businesses to know, grow and strengthen their local 
customer base. Signpost analyzes consumer data and insights at every touchpoint, including 
email, call and transaction information for new and existing customers. Armed with this 
information, she intelligently drives 5-star reviews and intercepts customer feedback. The 
chart below highlights the successes of Signpost's Edible Arrangement customers in increasing 
review ratings compared to those not yet using the platform.
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Capture
Mia grows your contact list by an average of 5x

Mia uses proprietary technology to collect data on new 

prospects and customers. She utilizes this information 

to create perfect customer records that are always up 

Smart Campaigns
Mia intelligently converts customers at a higher 
rate boosting revenue by an average of 12%

Mia engages families to participate in referral programs 

to help you continually create the powerful 

word-of-mouth that fuels new business. 

She’ll keep your customers and prospects engaged 

across multiple touchpoints, so you can stay focused 

on educating!

Mia reaches out to customers by their preferred 

method with powerful email and SMS blasts, optimized 

to be read instantly and drive conversions.

New Customer Offers New customer offers allow you to 

win over those still on the fence.

Loyalty Offers Loyalty offers aid in retention efforts by 

rewarding returning customers and incentivizing repeat 

business.

Referral Programs A powerful referral program 

motivates advocates to spread the word while growing 

your business.

Suggested Campaigns Suggested campaigns are 

strategically engineered to drive revenue, based on 

successful campaigns tested on over 45M US 

consumers.

PROSPECT

Joseph Burkin

Free chocolate dipped apples or 
bananas with your first order.

REFERRAL

Sarah Matthews

Thanks for the referral. You’ll get a $25 
gift card when they place an order.  

RETURNING CUSTOMER

Clark Smith

$10 off your next purchase over $29.

Calls

Mia automatically collects 
customer information 

from all incoming phone 
calls, including the ones 

you miss. She then stores 
the number in Signpost’s 

powerful CRM for easy 
follow up.

Mia connects to every inbox 
your company uses to 

automatically create profiles 
for your customers and your 
prospects. She continuously 

monitors your email, and 
includes website form fills, 
to keep your contact list up 

to date.

Emails

Purchase Tracking captures 
customer transaction 

information for real-time 
insights into your most 

valuable customers, hottest 
sales days and more.

Purchases

Mia accesses contacts from 
existing scheduling 

management software to 
track customers' booking 
preferences for enhanced 

targeting and customization.

Appointments

to date and incorporate existing customer sources. Mia 

then tracks every interaction they have with the brand 

to provide customer insights and behavioral data.
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